Abstract: Anthropogenic interventions in natural and semi-natural ecosystems often lead to substantial changes in their functioning and may ultimately threaten ecosystem service provision. It is, therefore, necessary to monitor these changes in order to understand their impacts and to support management decisions that help ensuring sustainability. Remote sensing has proven to be a valuable tool for these purposes, and especially hyperspectral sensors are expected to provide valuable data for quantitative characterization of land change processes. In this study, simulated EnMAP data were used for mapping shrub cover fractions along a gradient of shrub encroachment, in a study region in southern Portugal. We compared three machine learning regression techniques: Support Vector Regression (SVR); Random Forest Regression (RF); and Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR). Additionally, we compared the influence of training sample size on the prediction performance. All techniques showed reasonably good results when trained with large samples, while SVR always outperformed the other algorithms. The best model was applied to produce a fractional shrub cover map for the whole study area. The predicted patterns revealed a gradient of shrub cover between regions affected by special agricultural management schemes for nature protection and areas without land use incentives. Our results highlight the value of EnMAP data in combination with machine learning regression techniques for monitoring gradual land change processes.
Introduction
Human-induced alterations of terrestrial ecosystems have far reaching impacts on the Earth system [1, 2] . They threaten fragile ecosystems and related provision of services, which are of great importance for human well-being. Vegetation plays a pivotal role in this context as it influences various ecosystem functions, such as climate regulation, carbon storage, sustaining biodiversity, and protecting fertile soils [3] . Changing terrestrial vegetation thus has far-reaching impacts on many subsystems of the earth.
One example of these ecosystem alterations is the abandonment of former agricultural land, usually followed by natural succession of the vegetation, such as the shrub encroachment on formerly cultivated land [4] . Shrub encroachment is not a regional phenomenon, but is observed in various Mediterranean landscapes [5] [6] [7] , as well as in other arid to semi-arid regions around the globe [4, 8] , which cover approximately 40% of the Earth's terrestrial surface [9] . It is, hence, of special importance to monitor and manage these areas in a sustainable way.
Even though shrub encroachment is often referred to as an indicator of desertification processes and related ecosystem degradation [10] , it can also enhance ecosystem functions by improving water quality, storing carbon, and by the protection of soils [11] . Furthermore, shrub encroachment has an impact on the local biodiversity and fire regimes [12] . Effects of increasing shrub cover are therefore dependent on various environmental conditions [4, 11] . Maestre et al. [6] pointed out that an increase in shrubby vegetation might even be able to reverse desertification processes in Mediterranean regions, depending on the shrub traits and the prevalent cultural and environmental conditions. These sometimes controversial findings stress the importance of an accurate shrub encroachment monitoring through spatially and temporally seamless mapping of shrub cover, helping to better understand impacts on ecosystems in a regional context and to develop appropriate management strategies.
Monitoring shrub encroachment is not a trivial task, mostly because of the high costs of field surveys, which are therefore often restricted to small extents with scarce data availability [13] . Remote sensing has proven its potential to overcome these limitations in many ecological applications, as it enables the acquisition of affordable data over large extents and in remote areas [14] . Depending on their spatial, spectral and temporal resolution, remote sensing data allow for the classification and quantification of ecosystem characteristics and the estimation of related biophysical parameters at different scales [15] . For the monitoring of gradual processes, e.g., shrub encroachment in heterogeneous landscapes, sub-pixel analysis is valuable approach. However, sub-pixel mapping is challenging using classical multi-spectral remote sensing data, as different vegetation often has similar spectral features, especially in the visible infrared (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum [16] .
Hyperspectral remote sensing data, which consist of a nearly-contiguous spectral signal, have proven the capability to overcome some limitations of classical multi-spectral remote sensing.
Airborne (e.g., AISA, AVIRIS, HyMAP) and spaceborne (e.g., CHRIS, Hyperion) hyperspectral data were used in several studies, demonstrating the ability of high-dimensional data for sub-pixel mapping (e.g., [17, 18] ). Despite these recent advances, there is still a lack of reliable satellite-based hyperspectral data with an adequate temporal resolution, which restricts most of regional analyses to one point in time. Upcoming satellite missions, such as the German EnMAP (Environmental Mapping and Analysis Program) bear the potential to make use of the advantages of broad-scale hyperspectral data. The instrument will provide over 200 spectral bands covering the visible near infrared (VNIR) to shortwave infrared (SWIR) (420 to 2450 nm) with a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 30 m × 30 m. The sensor's pointing capability (±30°) will substantially shorten the repeat cycle of 21 days to a target revisit time of 4 days [19] [20] [21] .
To handle the high dimensionality of hyperspectral data, methods dealing with multi-collinear datasets are required [22] . State of the art machine learning algorithms like Support Vector Regression (SVR [23] ), Random Forests (RF; [24] ) or Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR; [25] ) have proven to perform adequately in various studies (e.g., [26] [27] [28] [29] ). They are widely applied in many remote sensing related studies and have shown robust and reliable regression or classification results [29] .
To investigate the potential of EnMAP data for estimating fractional shrub cover in heterogeneous landscapes, we developed a methodological framework to compare the prediction performance of three state-of-the-art regression algorithms (SVR, RF, and PLSR). Furthermore, we tested the algorithms sensitivity to trainings sample size, giving recommendations for future applications in characterizing heterogeneous environments. The study was performed for a test site in southern Portugal, affected by shrub encroachment after agricultural land abandonment in the past decades.
Data and Methods

Study Area
The study site is located in southeastern Portugal within the Baixo Alentejo region (Figure 1 ). It is dominated by rolling hills forming a gentle terrain (100-300 m) [30] dominated by poor litho-soils of non-calcareous schist [31] . Very hot summers with maximum temperatures of around 30 °C -40 °C and a yearly precipitation of 500-650 mm, primarily in the mild winter months, are predominant [32] .
During the so-called -Wheat Campaign‖ in the early 20th century in Portugal strove for self-sufficiency in agricultural productivity. Land was cultivated even under unfavorable biophysical conditions, which subsequently led to soil exhaustion and impoverishment. This development resulted in the application of extensive farming practices following a rotational scheme, in which land was alternately cultivated or left fallow [31] . Decades of these traditional agricultural practices, led to a characteristic landscape mosaic of cereal, fallow, and ploughed fields, often referred to as pseudo-steppe (or cereal steppe), which provides habitats of national and international importance, e.g., for several endangered bird species [33] . This typical landscape is complemented by -montado‖ woodlands, which are agricultural areas characterized by scattered cork or holm oak trees (Quercus suber and Quercus rotundifolia) and an understory mostly used as pasture or for cereal cultivation.
The growing competition on global agricultural markets and agricultural subsidies, did not allow farmers keeping the traditional agricultural management schemes. This led to an intensification of agricultural production on fertile soils and to the abandonment of formerly cultivated poor soils [34, 35] . Shrub encroachment on the abandoned farmland threatens the fragile regional ecosystem [12] and leads to heterogeneous patterns of shrub cover densities dominated by rockroses (Cistus spp.), which are common pioneer shrubs in that region of the Mediterranean [13, 31, 36] . To counteract this threat, the Special Protection Area (SPA) for birds of Castro Verde was established in 1995 within the European Union's Birds Directive (79/409/EEC, later replaced by 2009/147/EC). This SPA covers an area of approximately 80,000 ha, including around 65,000 ha of pseudo-steppe (Figure 1 ) [37] . Farmers within the SPA receive subsidies to keep management schemes (including the traditional extensive farming on a rotation basis) that maintain the key human-made habitats necessary to conserve the local biodiversity [38] . We chose the test site to cover areas inside and outside the SPA (Figure 1) , following the observed gradient of (rockrose) shrub cover densities from low cover inside the SPA, to high cover outside. The extent of the analyzed study area is approximately 30 × 7 km 2 and oriented from Northwest to Southeast.
Data
Two data acquisition campaigns were carried out in April and August 2011, in Southern Portugal. During both campaigns airborne hyperspectral data were acquired with the AISA Eagle (400-970 nm; 3.3 nm max. spectral resolution) and Hawk (970-2450 nm; 8 nm max. spectral resolution) sensors from two different altitudes (1500 m and 4500 m) following the same nadir lines in four flight stripes at each altitude ( Figure 1 ). All data went through radiometric and atmospheric correction using the radiative transfer model ATCOR4 for airborne atmospheric correction [39] with subsequent spectral polishing (Savitzky-Golay filtering) and nadir normalization to correct for across-track illumination differences [40] . This was followed by a geometric correction and subsequent data stacking and mosaicking of the 4500 m data [41] , resulting in four image stripes with a GSD (ground sampling distance) of 1.8 m (600 m swath in each flight line; 1500 m altitude) for April and August and two image mosaics with 5.4 m GSD (app. 7000 m mosaic swath; 4500 m altitude) for April and August. The 5.4 m GSD mosaics were further used to generate synthetic EnMAP data, by aggregating the spatial resolution (from 5.40 m to 30 m), simulating EnMAP spectra with the respective spectral response curves and adding noise with the EnMAP-end-to-end Simulation Tool (EeteS) [42] . The resulting EnMAP image had a spatial resolution of 30 m and covered the spectral range from 423 to 2439 nm. After excluding spectral regions close to atmospheric absorption and extrapolated bands (during the simulation), reflectance values in 146 bands remained. Due to requirements of the applied algorithms we scaled the data between 0 and 1 by dividing the reflectance trough 10,000 using ENVI Based upon local knowledge, the hyperspectral signatures of the AISA images, aerial photo interpretation and pictures taken during several field campaigns, we derived reference data to produce a discrete land cover map from the 1.8 m GSD image from April by applying a Support Vector Classification [23] . In the first step six classes were distinguished (Bare Soil, Cereal, Grassland (Fallow vegetation), Woodlands, Shrublands (Cistus), and Water; see Figure 1 ). The reference data for these six classes were then reclassified to a Cistus-Shrub class and a Non-Cistus-Shrub class including all other land cover features, i.e., annual vegetation, trees, bare soil, water, impervious areas, and other shrub species. The binary reference data were then used to derive a shrub map from the August 1.8 m GSD image, as in the summer less other photosynthetic active vegetation is present that could influence the spectral signal of shrub pixel [13] . The binary shrub map had an area adjusted overall accuracy [43] of 94.2% (cf. supplementary material 1). It was aggregated to 30 m GSD to fit the spatial resolution of the EnMAP data, which resulted in shrub cover fractions per pixel ranging from 0 (0% cover) to 1 (100% cover). Three examples of spectral signatures of shrub cover with varying fractional coverage are shown in Figure 2 . The fractional shrub cover map was used as reference data for training and validating the regression models.
Data Analysis
To estimate fractional shrub cover from EnMAP data, we define a functional relationship between image spectra and shrub fractions as:
where δ is an unknown functional relationship (i.e., the regression model), the observed shrub fractions and the -dimensional spectral feature space at point . Based on a known set of and , δ can be defined (i.e., training process); and unknown shrub fractions can be estimated using a new set of spectra , i.e., for a whole image (i.e., application process). As regression model, we use three state-of-the-art algorithms (SVR, RF, and PLSR), described in detail in the following sub-sections. To test the sensitivity of the algorithms to sample size variations during the training process, five different sample sizes (100, 200, 500, 700, 1000 pixel) were drawn from the reference map using a random sampling design. Each regression algorithm was trained with the same training samples and validated using 7000 independently drawn samples (approximately 10% of the total number of pixels). To assess the accuracy of each single model for the prediction of fractional shrub cover we calculated the coefficient of determination (R 2 ). To account for model uncertainty related to random effects, we performed 30 iterations on all datasets and all algorithms. Based on the highest value of R 2 (after 30 iterations) we have chosen the -best‖ models for each algorithm, which were then applied to predict continuous shrub cover maps for the whole study area. Additionally, we calculated the rooted mean square error (RMSE) for each model, in order to assess the actual error, which can be expected when the models are applied (Figure 3 ). In order to validate the spatial accuracy of the predictions, the predicted shrub cover fraction maps were compared to the reference map by calculating the absolute error and the mean absolute error (MAE) for each map. All analysis steps were performed in the statistical software R [44] using the packages described in the respective sub-sections below.
Support Vector Regression
Support Vector Machines is a non-parametric machine learning algorithm for classification and regression purposes [45] . In the case of regression, the underlying principle is to build a linear model based on a subset of high dimensional prediction variables to predict one-dimensional response values, in this case fractional shrub cover. Therefore, the input data are transformed by using an appropriate Kernel function so that a linear model can be fitted. The Gaussian Radial Basis Kernel (RBF) was used, as it is known to show reliable results without prior knowledge to the data distribution [46] . The Kernel radius is defined by the parameter γ. Once the training data are mapped into hyperspace, a linear model is solved while minimizing Vapnik's ε-insensitive cost function to reduce model complexity. Samples within a ε-defined margin are ignored, while the influence of the samples outside this margin is penalized. The parameter C regularizes the trade-off between model complexity and error frequency [45, 47, 48] . Thus, only a few training data (i.e., support vectors) are used to define the regression model, which increases the SVR processing performance in terms of computational time. For the implementation the R-package e1071 [49] was used, which is based on the LIBSVM library [50] .
To avoid model over-fitting, the best kernel-parameter combination of C and γ was selected through a heuristic grid search. During the grid search the model performance was optimized and evaluated by the mean squared error in a 10-fold cross-validation. The ε value was not adjusted and set to 0.1. 
Random Forest Regression
Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble algorithm that is based on the Classification And Regression Tree algorithm (CART) [51] . The general principle is to combine many decision trees, as each alone is assumed to be prone to errors, to a single strong decision tree ensemble. The results of all trees are averaged (regression) or selected by a majority vote (classification), respectively [24] . To individualize each tree in the -forest‖, the trees are grown with a random subset drawn with replacement from the original training samples, and only a defined subset of input variables is used to find the best split criteria at each node. The remaining training samples are used to determine the performance of each tree, known as the out-of-bag error estimate (OOB). Aggregated over all trees in the ensemble, the OOB can be used as independent measure of classification or regression accuracy. RF has been shown to be very cost-efficient and to handle large data sets easily [27] . The R-package randomForest [52] was used in this study, which allows to tune the input parameters-i.e., the number of trees and the number of features to be drawn from at each node with respect to the OOB. In this study, the initial RF model was built using 100 trees and the feature subset was defined as one third of the overall number of features. The size of the feature subset was iteratively increased or decreased, respectively, by the factor of 1.5 until there was no improvement in OOB greater than 0.02.
Partial Least Squares Regression
PLSR is based on the partial least squares approach introduced by Herman Wold in the 1970's and it found many applications in a wide range of research fields that are dealing with high-dimensional and particular collinear datasets [25] . The underlying concept of PLSR is to construct new predictor components, based on the covariance between the predictor and response variables with respect to collinearity [29] . The components are then used to build a linear regression model. Mevik et al. [53] developed the R-package pls and the package autopls [54] provides a pls based wrapper for a backward selection of significant components. We used the autopls procedure, during which the prediction model is internally validated using a 10-fold cross-validation and the components are selected by an optimization procedure based on variable significance and autocorrelation [54] .
Results
Regression Performance
Predictions of the SVR showed higher accuracies with increasing sample size. Mean RF predictions increased in accuracy from R 2 of 0.47 (100 samples) to 0.60 (1000 samples) and the RMSE respectively decreased from 0.15 (100 samples) to 0.13 (1000 samples) ( Table 1 ; Figure 4 ). RF predictions still gained in accuracy between the large sample sizes, no saturation could be observed. The standard deviation of the prediction accuracy within 30 iterations was small, especially with large sample sizes (Table 1) . Model predictions based on the PLSR algorithm resulted in increasing accuracies from R 2 of 0.38 (100 samples) to 0.51 (1000 samples) and a decreasing RMSE from 0.16 (100 samples) to 0.14 (1000 samples) (Table 1; Figure 4 ). Accuracy measures saturated between the large sample sizes of 500, 700, and 1000 at R 2 values of 0.5-0.51 and a RMSE value of 0.14 ( Figure 4) .
As the processing times may vary strongly with different processor performances, our observations only indicate an approximate trend, rather than absolute reference values. Nevertheless, as all models were built and validated with the same input data and under equal conditions, the experimental set-up allows a valid comparison of processing times. The mean processing time of the three regression techniques grew along with the sampling size. RF was the fastest regression technique with processing times of approximately one minute, even with sizes of 1000 samples. SVR average processing time grew from below one minute (100 samples) up to five minutes (1000 samples). However, PLSR with backward selection (autoPLS) needed an average of approximately two minutes for models with 100 samples and constantly slowed down to between 35 and 40 min mean processing time per model with 1000 samples (cf. supplementary material 2). 
Spatial Pattern of Fractional Shrub Cover
The best results were observed when using SVR with the biggest sample size (1000 samples; Table 1 ). To achieve comparable results, we used the best models of each algorithm trained with 1000 samples for the spatial prediction of shrub cover fractions ( Figure 5 ). The mean absolute errors of the predictions were respectively 0.06, 0.07, and 0.10 for SVR, RF, and PLSR, when compared with the observed data. In general, all maps showed similar patterns of shrub cover distribution ( Figures 5 and 6 , however, the RF and PLSR based maps showed shrub overestimations (leading to higher errors) especially in non-shrub areas (Figures 5 and 6 ). Furthermore, it can be observed that all algorithms showed errors in the dense shrub areas with high cover fractions. Scatterplots between predicted and observed shrub fractions ( Figure 7 ) revealed that these errors are mainly due to shrub cover underestimations of all algorithms, but especially, RF and PLSR tend to underestimate the high shrub cover fractions. The general spatial pattern revealed a gradient of shrub cover in the study area from the northwest, inside the SPA (Figure 6 ), with only a few sparse shrub patches and average cover fraction of 3.8%, to large dense shrub cover areas in the southeast, outside the SPA, with average cover fraction of 12.3%. 
Discussion
Comparison of Regression Algorithms
Three state of the art machine learning techniques were applied to quantify fractional shrub cover in a study area in southern Portugal. Their predictive performances as well as their sensitivity to training sample size were compared. The results revealed that all algorithms were able to predict the general shrub cover patterns, while SVR models outperformed RF and PLSR on all cases. Although the latter two algorithms reached lower accuracies than the SVR models, their predictions were still reasonably good with mean RMSE values of 0.13 (RF) and 0.14 (PLSR).
Even though comparison among studies in different areas and with different validation procedures is difficult, our results showed a good prediction accuracy compared to other studies predicting fractional vegetation cover with earth observation data (e.g., [27, 28, 55] ). Tuia et al. [55] compared the performance of a SVR and a Multioutput-SVR algorithm for fractional vegetation cover estimation with hyperspectral CHRIS/PROBA data and achieved mean RMSE values between 0.25 and 0.33 for their SVR predictions. They also analyzed the influence of sampling size by incrementally splitting their input data into training and validation datasets. Analogous to our findings, their predictions gained in accuracy when using a larger sampling size for training.
Walton [27] achieved high accuracies in predicting fractional urban forest canopy cover by using a SVR model. The model was trained with reflectance data and tasseled cap values derived from a multi-seasonal Landsat-7 stack. The influence of training sample size was tested by varying the training sample sizes according to increasing percentages of the total number of pixels in the image (1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, and 16%). Walton's comparison of observed and predicted values revealed MAE's of around 0.12 and, in line with our results, a gain in accuracy with larger sampling sizes. While comparison among different studies is critical due to potential differences in the study design, our agreement between predicted and observed pattern reaches an MAE of 0.06. The results might be influenced by our experimental setup in which we used simulated spectral data and reference data from the same acquisition date, but they also highlight the benefits of EnMAP data, as we were able to accurately quantify shrub cover in a heterogeneous and complex ecosystem from a single time step.
Nonetheless, multi-seasonal spectral information have led to improvements in land cover classifications of our study area in other studies [30, 56] and are furthermore necessary to monitor shrub encroachment and phenological change [57] . With the upcoming EnMAP mission, hyperspectral data will be available at multi-seasonal resolution (with a revisit cycle of up to four-days), likely further improving the prediction of fractional shrub cover using hyperspectral data and enabling a time consistent monitoring of shrub encroachment.
Training Sample Size
In all models, the prediction accuracy increased with larger training sample sizes, which corresponds to findings in other studies (see Section 4.1). The gain between the larger sample sizes was lower than that between the smaller sample sizes, indicating some degree of saturation in accuracy, most particularly in the SVR and PLSR models. Both algorithms showed only a marginal increase in accuracy between 500 and 1000 training samples ( Table 1) . The SVR models trained with 500 samples already yielded higher accuracies than the RF and PLSR models trained with 1000 samples. By applying 30 permutations of each test, we estimated the mean and standard deviation of accuracy for each algorithm. The standard deviation generally declined with larger training sample sizes, indicating that larger sample sizes lead to more robust models. This was especially the case for SVR and PLSR models (Table 1; Figure 4 ). The small training samples do not necessarily cover the complete spectral variability in the study area and thus might lead to inaccurate predictions by PLSR and SVR. RF in turn, seems to be more robust in terms of training sample size, showing less variation in accuracy throughout all sample sizes.
Especially for the operational use of future EnMAP data for fractional shrub cover mapping, sample sizes are an important issue, as it is often not feasible to gather huge amounts of ground-truth data. In our case sampling sizes of approximately 1% of the total number of pixel were sufficient to produce a SVR model with an accuracy of 0.64 (R 2 ) leading to a continuous shrub map with an MAE of 0.06.
Uncertainty and Error Propagation
Although, we tried to standardize all tests and rule out random effects by the permutation test, some sources of error remain. One point to be considered is uncertainty in the input data. The spectral and shrub fractional cover information resulted from two over-flights, acquired on the same date with the same instruments, but from different elevations (1500 and 4500 m) and thus resulting in different GSD. Despite the geometrical correction of both images, there is still some sub-pixel uncertainty in their spatial fit among each other. Both images were further processed and spatially aggregated to 30 m, which might compensate some error at the fine spatial resolution, but geometric error effects were not tested in this study.
The image with 1.8 m GSD was used to produce the binary shrub map, which was subsequently used to develop the fractional shrub cover reference data at 30 m spatial resolution. Even though the binary shrub cover map was validated with a high overall accuracy, it is still a potential source of error. As the map resulted from a hard classification with discrete classes, pixel holding shrub fractions lower than 50% were most probably assigned to the non-shrub class. These shares of false quantifications add up over the whole study area and, thus, bear a potential source of error. These errors were consequently also present in the aggregated 30 m fractional shrub map and may have influenced the results. Moreover, it cannot be completely ruled out that vegetation other than Cistus shrubs might be captured within the shrub class. Nonetheless, as Cistus is the major shrub species in the test site and reference samples were collected during the dry season, we assume the influence of other shrubs on our results to be negligible.
The EnMAP image was simulated using EeteS, which despite reliable results in other case studies [42] , remains with certain limitations as it is a simulation of what EnMAP spectra could look like under specific constraints (e.g., atmospheric influences, noise, etc.). Nonetheless, the simulated image approximates spectral, radiometric and spatial characteristics of future EnMAP data and thus gives a broad insight in the usefulness of EnMAP hyperspectral image data for future applications.
Predicted Spatial Patterns of Shrub Cover
The general shrub patterns within the study area were well captured in all predicted maps. However, RF and PLSR led to substantial errors in both dense shrub cover and no shrub cover regions. The scatterplots ( Figure 6 ) revealed that all three algorithms overestimated shrub cover fractions close to zero and underestimated high shrub cover fractions. This was particular the case for the RF and PLSR models, with many regions with no shrub cover being predicted with cover fractions of up to 40%, whereas high cover fractions were mostly underestimated (i.e., maximum shrub cover fractions of 90% and 70% for RF and PLSR models, respectively). These effects might be explained by our random sampling strategy, which represents the statistical distribution of shrub pixel in the reference image. The distribution is right skewed, showing many non-shrub pixels, which include aggregated Cistus shrub pixel with less than 50% cover of rockrose shrubs in the 1.80 m input classification (cf. Section 4.3). This could explain the overestimations of the low cover fractions. Furthermore, could the relatively small amount of trainings pixels with high shrub cover fractions not be sufficient for accurate training of the regression algorithms. A potential solution to this problem could be an adjusted, data driven sampling strategy, better representing high shrub fractions in the training sample while still covering all spectral variation in the non-shrub regions. However, such a sampling strategy would require a priori knowledge on the statistical target data distribution within the reference image, which is rarely the case in non-experimental setups.
The continuous shrub map predicted by the overall best model (SVR trained with 1000 samples) has a spatial accuracy of 0.06 (MAE) when compared to the input data ( Figure 5; Figure 7 ). The shrub cover patterns predicted seem to indicate a positive effect of the land use incentives within the SPA. Here agricultural land abandonment-and, thus, shrub encroachment-is prevented, which would be disadvantageous for the local biodiversity and the species that are adapted to the human-made landscape of the pseudo-steppe [12] . This effect is particularly evident along the southern border of the SPA (Figure 7) , where the spatial patterns alter from sparse to dense shrub cover areas. Since these areas outside the SPA are not affected by special land use incentives that promote extensive agriculture, but are widely left unmanaged, shrub encroachment is unbridled. Nevertheless, following the findings of Maestre et al. [6] this development must not necessarily be related to ecosystem degradation, but might be interpreted as natural succession on poor soils, after many years of exploitation, thus indicating ecosystem recovery. These observations highlight the ambiguity of shrub encroachment processes and stress the value of our results for the detailed mapping and monitoring of shrub cover. Future EnMAP hyperspectral imagery in combination with SVR regression thus offers unique opportunities for monitoring gradual processes over large extents and can likely facilitate the understanding of complex land use change processes in natural or semi-natural landscapes.
Conclusions
For the first time simulated EnMAP data were used to predict shrub cover fractions in a study area in southern Portugal. The study area is affected by different agricultural management schemes, ranging from areas with strong land use incentives within the Special Protected Area for Birds to areas without particular management. In order to accurately quantify the shrub cover in our study area, a methodological framework was developed to compare the performance of three regression algorithms (Support Vector Regression, SVR; Random Forest, RF; Partial Least Squares Regression, PLSR), along with the influence of the sampling size on the prediction accuracy.
All regression algorithms showed good prediction accuracies if initialized with large training samples, but SVR outperformed the others (Mean R 2 = 0.64; Mean RMSE = 0.12). In our study area, SVR performed best with a training sample size of approximately 1% (N = 700) of the total number of pixels. The fractional shrub map derived from the SVR model had the best agreement with the reference map (MAE = 0.06) and revealed a comprehensible gradient of shrub cover in the study area, likely driven by local land use management strategies. The assessment of these observations in a local context stresses the ambiguity of shrub encroachment processes relative to the prevalent environmental and cultural conditions. Our results suggest that the upcoming EnMAP mission, in conjunction with SVR, bears great potential for the quantification of fractional vegetation cover and for monitoring gradual land use change processes in a consistent manner. This is of special importance for conservation research, the support of landscape management and policy decisions making processes, as highlighted in our study area. Furthermore, we suggest analyzing the potential of regression techniques for the quantification of vegetation in complex ecosystems, with emphasis on the benefits of multi-seasonal hyperspectral data.
